
"GOr~DOL I ERS"
Costume Plot -'

-
ACT I
DUKE Dark square cut suit, rather shabby, three

cornered hat, white bag wig or white judge's wig

LUIS Military costume hat, sword, brown bag wig

DON ALHA~,1BRA One costume throughout, rich square cut, wide

brimmed black hat, long cpae, tall walking staff,

white bag wig

MAROO,GUISSEPPE Gondolier costume, similar in style but different

color, sashes capes

ANTONIO, FRANCESCO, GIORGIO,
ANNIBALE, OTTAVIO Gondolier costumes or asst. colors, similar to

Marco and Guisseppe but less elaborate

DUCHESS Traveling costume, shoulder cape or scarf,hat, shabby

CASILDA Traveling costume, shoulder cape or scarf,

hat, all rather shabby

INEZ Conventional hag costume, grey dress, witch

hat, veil, grey straggle wig

TESSA, GIANETTE Hadnsome italian peasant dress

FIAt~ETTA, VITTORIA GIULIA Asst. italian peasant costumes with caps and

aprons(similar to Tessa and Gianetta but less

elaborate)
FEfvlALE CHROUS Italian peasant costumes, asst. colors or alike

t.1ALE CHORUS Gondol ier costume

ACT II
DUKE Elaborate court costume

LUIS Elaborate court costume in light color, long

court robe and crown, sceptre, white bag wig

DOrJ ALHAMBRA REPEAT
MARCO, GUISSEPPE Elaborate court costumes, just alike, white

bag wigs

At4TONIO, FRAt4CESCO, GIORGIO,
A[~NIBALE, OTTAVIO Same as male chorus, in either court, military

or servants' liveries, white or colored bag wigs, accor

to costumes.
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DUCHESS Elaborate court costume, white court wig

CASILDA Elaborate court costume, long court train,

crown, sceptre, elaborate white court wig
INEZ Black and white, modeled after the court

costumes of period with witch hat and veil. white

or grey dress wig

TESSA, GIANETTE ~1ore elaborate peasant dress wlshort white veils

(optional)
FIAMETTA, VITTORIA, GIULIA REPEAT

FE~1ALE CHORUS REPEAT

MALE CHORUS Assorted court, military, servants, guards,

pages, wigs according to costume

PROPS:

2 crowns
2 sceptres
1 drum (for Luis)

1 sword (for Luis)

2 tall walking staff
Castinets (For female chorus)

Tambourines (For female chorus)


